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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

In the present work a novel technology based on a dual injection vane expander has been introduced. The 
component works on a power unit fed by the exhaust gases of 3L turbocharged diesel engine. The new device was 
tested in a wide range of operating conditions and its numerical model was validated on the experimental data. The 
performances of the new machine were compared to those of the original one. The results showed that the dual 
injection expander provided an increase of the indicated and mechanical power up to 50% and 30%. Mass flow rate 
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Pmec           Mechanical power [W] 
f             Sampling frequency [Hz] 
mR236fa     Working fluid mass flow rate [kg/s]       
n            Revolution speed [rpm] 
hin               Enthalpy of working fluid at expander inlet [kJ/kg] 
hout             Enthalpy of working fluid at expander outlet [kJ/kg] 
hout, adis   Enthalpy of working fluid at expander outlet in adiabatic isentropic condition [kJ/kg] 
pexp,in Pressure at expander inlet [bara]  
pexp,out Pressure at expander outlet [bara]  
ηind              Indicated efficiency [%] 
ηis                Isentropic efficiency [%] 
θv           Vane angular extent [deg] 
ω            Pulsation of the fitting function [rad/s] 

1. Introduction 

The always more stringent legislation on emissions and consumption reduction in ICE in the transportation sector 
has determined in recent years a growing interest in thermal waste recovery. In this context, the conversion of 
thermal energy assumes a great role considering both a direct utilization of the recovered energy and a further 
conversion in electric energy through electric auxiliaries. As known, the road transportation represents an important 
sector, responsible of a third of the final energy consumption resulting in a similar contributions to CO2 overall 
emissions [1]. Even if hybrid and electric vehicles are growing in the global market it cannot be expected a mass 
production in the near future. 

Looking into the details of the energy conversion in ICEs, an average 30% conversion efficiency from the 
chemical energy into mechanical power is achieved. The most important reason is the rejected heat with exhaust 
gases, so the recovery with mechanical energy is a challenge on which a huge literature is oriented. Among the 
available technologies the power units based on ORC seem to have reached a good level of development allowing 
the conversion through the expansion of a low boiling organic working fluid. Although there are some concerns 
regarding the installations of these power units on board, i.e. engine backpressure, incremental weight, radiator 
frontal area occupation [2], security, reliability and cost, these units demonstrate significant improvement 
opportunities referred in particular to the expansion machines. Depending on their operating principles expanders 
can be classified primarily in dynamic and positive displacement machines. Both have been extensively studied 
numerically and experimentally.  

Turbomachines showed high isentropic efficiencies ([3],[4],[5]) varying from 0.5 to 0.8 depending on the nominal 
power. However there are lots of concerns regarding the high rotational speed which can determine a low 
mechanical to electric conversion efficiency, low flexibility of operation (especially in off-design operating 
conditions) [6] and vibrations. On the other hand, volumetric machines show higher flexibility with lower rotational 
speed. They are classified according to the geometry which realizes the expansion (scroll, screw, sliding vanes, 
swashing plates, piston etc.). Scroll expanders have been widely studied resulting in overall experimental 
efficiencies up to 80% ([7],[8]). Experimental comparisons have been made showing better results with respect to 
other different expander types [7]. Screw expander have a more complex geometry with slightly lower isentropic 
efficiencies up to 70 %, [9]. Volumetric reciprocating expanders (swashing plate and piston) have also been studied. 
Isentropic efficiencies for the swash plate type are in the order of 40 % while the volumetric efficiency ranges from 
10 to 40 %, [10]. Piston expanders isentropic efficiencies instead are reported to range from 50 to 70 % when used 
with water as working fluid, [11]. Reciprocating expanders are certainly a promising technology considering the 
adjustable built-in volume ratio. However there are some concerns regarding size, compactness and vibrations. 
Sliding vane expanders have been extensively studied by the Authors ([2],[12],[13]) both numerically and 
experimentally showing the capability of producing up to 2 kW depending of the different upper thermal source. 

To sum up, dynamic machines show greater efficiencies at the expense of high rotational speeds and much lower 
flexibility, which make them unsuitable to be used in applications where the hot source changes considerably. On the 
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other hand, volumetric expanders recover in term of operational flexibility and run at lower rotational speeds 
although their performances are affected by friction and volumetric losses resulting in lower overall efficiencies.  

In this work, a novel technology based on the dual injection (supercharging) in a sliding-vane rotary expander has 
been developed. This innovation allows the increase in permeability of the machine and therefore of the whole 
circuit leading to a lower maximum pressure for the same working fluid mass flow rate. At the same time, at 
constant pressure, higher mass flow rates can be achieved with respect to the OEM expander allowing a higher 
recovery of the thermal energy from  the exhaust gases. The second injection has been realized through an auxiliary 
port ([14],[15]) whose circumferential position has been optimized. The expander has been tested in a ORC unit fed 
by the exhaust gases of a 3L turbocharged IVECO F1C engine used both for light and heavy duty applications. 
Comparison have been made with the baseline expander at different operating conditions for the machine. In 
addition, thanks to the experimental activity a numerical model has been realized and validated to support further 
developments. 

2. Experimental setup  

The experimental study on the expander performances has been carried out on an ORC power unit shown in Figure 
1 and in Figure 2. The hot source is represented by the exhaust gases of an IVECO F1C engine while the cold one 
by cooling water. R236fa has been used as working fluid in order to compare the experimental results with previous 
works, [15]. The unit consists of 4 main components: a pump, an evaporator, an expander and a condenser. The gear 
pump is driven by a variable speed asynchronous electric motor. The evaporator is a plate and fin heat exchanger 
with the exhaust gases on the fin side to prevent the increase in the exhaust pressure drop on the engine. The fluid 
exiting the evaporator is split in two streams feeding the two injection ports. Mass flow rate towards the auxiliary 
port is controlled by a valve. The mechanical energy is converted through an asynchronous electric generator with 4 
magnetic poles connected to the electric network: this forces the expander to rotate at around 1500 RPM. After the 
expansion the working fluid is condensed by means of  a plate heat exchanger and it flows inside a tank upstream 
the pump used to stabilize its operation. The presence of the reservoir, even though increases the plant size, 
produces positive effect on pump operation and minimum pressure reduction.  

 

                

                                  Figure 1. ORC unit scheme.                     

 
 
 
Pressure and temperatures are measured at the points reported in Figure 1 with a sampling frequency of 4.5 kHz and 
90 Hz respectively through a DAQ acquisition system. In addition 3 piezo-resistive transducers measure the  
pressure inside expander’s vanes in three different angular positions. This way p-V cycle inside the machine has 

Figure 2. Experimental test bench: 1. Auxiliary 
suction line; 2. Regulation valve; 3 Aux. suction 
pressure sensor; 4  Main suction line; 5 Main suction 
pressure sensor. 
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been measured. Expander speed and torque are measured with a torque-meter mounted on the shaft. These data, 
together with the indicated cycle reconstructed thanks to the piezo-resistive pressure transducers allow the 
evaluation of the mechanical efficiency of the expander. 
Piezo-resistive pressure transducers signals are post-processed to obtain the indicated cycle through an ensemble 
average operation. This way high frequency oscillations due to noise and squeezing phenomena are reduced. Having 
the procedure a certain complexity, some remarks on the used method are discussed. As it is known, the raw data of 
the pressure transducers require a suitable procedure to produce a p-V diagram. In order to clearly identify the angle 
positions pressure values are referred to, in Figure 3 a schematic of the expander is presented with the position of the 
sensors and the reference angles. Pressure signals from the sensors are fitted with a periodic sinusoidal function. 
From the frequency of this function, from the sampling frequency and from the geometry of the machine, its average 
rotational speed has been evaluated as in eq.1: 
 

  
1  2 6

vn 



                (1) 

 
where n represents the expander speed, θv the vane angular width and ω the pulsation of the fitting function. When n 
is known, the incremental angle value Δθ can be evaluated as in eq.2:   
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                         (2) 

 
where f is the sampling frequency. This way the rotational speed is evaluated with a high degree of precision not 
directly available from the torque meter. Only with this accuracy the p-θ diagram and then the p-V diagram can be 
obtained, guaranteeing an accurate reconstruction.   
The position of the pressure transducers, considering the geometrical constraints, allows the evaluation of a portion 
of the indicated cycle equal to 154.2 degrees. For the remaining angular portion p-V data have been extrapolated 
from the numerical model studied and developed by the authors ([14],[15]). The uncertainty of the indicated power 
was evaluated according to the approach reported in [13]. 
 

                                                                                                                    Table 1. Auxiliary injection system. 

 

       Figure 3. Details of the sliding vane expander. 

In Table 1 the relevant data of the second injection are reported: they have been evaluated according to the same 
software procedure available in [14]. The auxiliary injection system has been installed on the ORC test bench and it 

Auxiliary injection system 

Auxiliary inj. line diameter 12.7 mm 

Start of the aux. inj. phase 71.7 ° 
End of the aux. inj.  phase 129.6 ° 
Angular extension of Aux. 
inj. port 13.7 ° 
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of the indicated cycle equal to 154.2 degrees. For the remaining angular portion p-V data have been extrapolated 
from the numerical model studied and developed by the authors ([14],[15]). The uncertainty of the indicated power 
was evaluated according to the approach reported in [13]. 
 

                                                                                                                    Table 1. Auxiliary injection system. 

 

       Figure 3. Details of the sliding vane expander. 

In Table 1 the relevant data of the second injection are reported: they have been evaluated according to the same 
software procedure available in [14]. The auxiliary injection system has been installed on the ORC test bench and it 

Auxiliary injection system 

Auxiliary inj. line diameter 12.7 mm 

Start of the aux. inj. phase 71.7 ° 
End of the aux. inj.  phase 129.6 ° 
Angular extension of Aux. 
inj. port 13.7 ° 
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was composed of an auxiliary injection line (element 1 of Figure 2) that branches off from the evaporator outlet 
feeding the expander through the auxiliary injection port. A regulation valve (element 2 of Figure 2) allows to 
reduce the mass flow rate flowing inside the machine via the auxiliary injection port. The main adduction line 
(element 4 of Fig. 2) feeds the expander through the original suction port. Two pressure sensors measure the 
auxiliary and main suction pressures (element 3 and 5 of Figure 2 respectively). 

3. Comparison between Baseline and Supercharged Expander 

In order to assess the potential benefits of the dual injection, the expander performances were experimentally 
evaluated and compared with those of the OEM version. During the tests the upstream and downstream pressures 
were kept constant. In the case of double injection a higher mass flow rate was needed due to the higher 
permeability of the expander in order to keep constant the inlet pressure. The experimental data obtained reported in 
Table 2 allowed to assess the performances of the dual injection expander in a wide range of operating condition. 
Indeed, the mass flow rate varied between 0.09 and 0.14 kg/s, the Indicated Power Pind between 486 and 893 W 
while the Mechanical Power Pmec between 286 and 590 W. Indicated efficiency ηind was reported in eq.3 while 
isentropic efficiency ηis (eq.4) was evaluated as in [16]. 
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This definition includes the mechanical efficiency too, i.e. the ratio between the mechanical Pmec and the indicated 
Pind power. Some mechanical damages appeared in the machine and this seriously limited the expander’s 
performances. In reality, for sake of precision, in the definition the fact that the expansion is not fully adiabatic (not 
isentropic) but partly adiabatic and partly isochoric (at the exhaust port opening) furtherly reduces the overall 
efficiency as it is calculated according to eq. 4. 

Table 2. Experimental characterization of the dual injection expander. 

case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
pin                       ±0.3 [bara] 4.7 4.6 4.8 5 5.7 6 6.2 7 
pout                      ±0.3 [bara] 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.7 3 
pasp,aux                          ±0.3 [bara] 4.2 4.2 4.4 4.5 5.1 5.5 5.8 6.5 
Tin                        ±0.3 [°C] 55 74 71 64 86 80 72 90 
Tout                       ±0.3 [°C] 47 65 62 56 75 71 62 80 
n                          ±1 [RPM] 1520 1516 1518 1518 1525 1525 1527 1536 
Pind                       ±2% [W] 501 486 523 554 700 762 813 893 
Pmec                            ±0.8%  [W] 286 305 320 327 450 479 494 590 
�̇�𝑚𝑅𝑅236𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓        ±0.15%[kg/s] 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 
ηind                                                 [%] 54.3 52.1 53.3 52.1 53.4 49.6 49.6 47.5 
ηis                                  [%] 31.0 32.7 32.6 30.7 34.3 31.2 30.2 31.4 

                    
The experimental data were used to validate a numerical model of dual injection expander which was developed 
from the one reported in [14]. The model was developed in GT-SuiteTM environment and allows to reproduce the 
fluid-dynamic and mechanical behavior of the expander. It represents with good accuracy the real behavior of the 
machine as shown in Table 3. Errors are in the range of the experimental uncertainties. Moreover, volumetric and 
mechanical losses can be assessed. As it can be observed from the analysis of the indicated cycle (Figure 4), after an 
initial decrease during the last part of the main suction phase, the pressure raises in correspondence of the auxiliary 
injection. When the auxiliary suction phase is ended, the pressure sharply decreases. 
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Table  3. Absolute relative percentage error between experimental and numerical data. 
 

case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
ePind                [%] 2.0% 1.8% 1.1% 0.0% -3.6% -4.3% -3.7% -5.2% 
ePmech                     [%] -0.7% -0.6% -0.6% -0.6% -0.5% -0.6% -0.6% -0.6% 
em236fa                 [%]   -0.2% 2.6% 1.9% 0.5% -2.5% 2.2% 0.5% -0.4% 

  
Generally, the pressure inside the vane at the start of the discharge phase is larger than the pressure at the condenser 
thus a quite strong isochoric expansion takes place (Figure 4-Figure 5). The two vertical dashed lines reported in 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 represent the volume of the vane when the auxiliary injection starts (“Start aux. inj. Volume) 
and when the auxiliary injection ends (End aux. inj. Volume). As it can be observed from the Figure 4, the model 
allows to reproduce with good accuracy the experimental trend. In particular, an interesting feature for further 
improvements is the non-isobaric filling of the machine the experimental and numerical p-V diagrams show. This is 
due to the volumetric losses and to the volume increase during suction phase. Moreover, the numerical model was 
able to reproduce the increasing of pressure during the auxiliary injection phase and the fluid expansion.  
 

             
 

                                                                                                                                    
 
 

 
In Figure 5 and Table 4 the results of the experimental comparison between the two devices has been reported. They 
show that the indicated and mechanical power increases respectively by 62% and 37% adopting the dual injection. 
Indeed, the injection of working fluid through the auxiliary suction port delays the pressure decrease due to the 
expansion as happens in OEM device. As it can be observed from the experimental results reported in Table 5 the 
dual injection expander allows a greater mass flow rate of working fluid than the OEM device (up to 30%), resulting 
from keeping the same upstream pressure. Indeed, the dual injection increases the permeability of the machine. It 
would be expected that if the mass flow rate is constant the suction pressure of the OEM is higher than the dual 
injection expander. Indeed, as reported in Figure 6, the dual injection expander is seen by the circuit as a lower 
pressure drop Δp for a same value of mass flow rate of working fluid.  The introduction of auxiliary injection causes 
an increase of the indicated efficiency ηind (eq.3) due to the higher pressures during the vane expansion. This appears 
certainly a positive aspect. Concerning the isentropic efficiency a wider testing activity is still needed considering 
the appearance of some damages which occurred during testing. These damages increased the mechanical power lost 

Figure 5: Experimental comparison between dual 
injection and baseline expanders  keeping constant 
the main suction pressure. 
 

Figure 4: Comparison between experimental and 
numerical indicated cycle for the case 7 of Table 3. 
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was composed of an auxiliary injection line (element 1 of Figure 2) that branches off from the evaporator outlet 
feeding the expander through the auxiliary injection port. A regulation valve (element 2 of Figure 2) allows to 
reduce the mass flow rate flowing inside the machine via the auxiliary injection port. The main adduction line 
(element 4 of Fig. 2) feeds the expander through the original suction port. Two pressure sensors measure the 
auxiliary and main suction pressures (element 3 and 5 of Figure 2 respectively). 
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In order to assess the potential benefits of the dual injection, the expander performances were experimentally 
evaluated and compared with those of the OEM version. During the tests the upstream and downstream pressures 
were kept constant. In the case of double injection a higher mass flow rate was needed due to the higher 
permeability of the expander in order to keep constant the inlet pressure. The experimental data obtained reported in 
Table 2 allowed to assess the performances of the dual injection expander in a wide range of operating condition. 
Indeed, the mass flow rate varied between 0.09 and 0.14 kg/s, the Indicated Power Pind between 486 and 893 W 
while the Mechanical Power Pmec between 286 and 590 W. Indicated efficiency ηind was reported in eq.3 while 
isentropic efficiency ηis (eq.4) was evaluated as in [16]. 
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The experimental data were used to validate a numerical model of dual injection expander which was developed 
from the one reported in [14]. The model was developed in GT-SuiteTM environment and allows to reproduce the 
fluid-dynamic and mechanical behavior of the expander. It represents with good accuracy the real behavior of the 
machine as shown in Table 3. Errors are in the range of the experimental uncertainties. Moreover, volumetric and 
mechanical losses can be assessed. As it can be observed from the analysis of the indicated cycle (Figure 4), after an 
initial decrease during the last part of the main suction phase, the pressure raises in correspondence of the auxiliary 
injection. When the auxiliary suction phase is ended, the pressure sharply decreases. 
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Generally, the pressure inside the vane at the start of the discharge phase is larger than the pressure at the condenser 
thus a quite strong isochoric expansion takes place (Figure 4-Figure 5). The two vertical dashed lines reported in 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 represent the volume of the vane when the auxiliary injection starts (“Start aux. inj. Volume) 
and when the auxiliary injection ends (End aux. inj. Volume). As it can be observed from the Figure 4, the model 
allows to reproduce with good accuracy the experimental trend. In particular, an interesting feature for further 
improvements is the non-isobaric filling of the machine the experimental and numerical p-V diagrams show. This is 
due to the volumetric losses and to the volume increase during suction phase. Moreover, the numerical model was 
able to reproduce the increasing of pressure during the auxiliary injection phase and the fluid expansion.  
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due to friction (Table 2,4,5), seriously limiting the conversion into useful power (shaft power) which was expected 
and which was confirmed by the first tests done.  
 
Table 4: Experimental comparison between Dual injection and OEM expanders performance keeping constant the 
main suction pressure. 
 

 pexp,in 
± 0.3 [bara] 

pexp,out 
±0.3 [bara] 

�̇�𝑚𝑅𝑅236𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 
± 0.15%   [kg/s] 

Pind 
± 2%  [W] 

Pmec 
± 2% [W] 

ηind 
[%] 

ηind 
[%] 

Dual inj. exp. 6.3 3.1 0.14 843 590 34 48 

OEM expander 6.2 2.8 0.10 521 432 32 39 

Tab. 5. Experimental comparison between dual injection and baseline expander. 

case 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Dual. Inj. Exp. pexp,in 

± 0.3    [bara] 

6.6 5.6 6.4 6.4 6.6 6.3 4.5 
Baseline Exp. 6.7 5.6 6.4 6.4 6.7 6.3 4.6 
Dual. Inj. Exp. pexp,out 

±0.3 [bara] 

3.3 2.8 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.0 2.4 
Baseline Exp. 3.1 2.8 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.3 
Dual. Inj. Exp. Pind 

± 2%  [W] 
921 758 929 909 940 911 587 

Baseline Exp. 585 445 577 666 651 776 504 
Dual. Inj. Exp. Pmec 

± 2% [W] 

572 462 608 606 621 595 341 
Baseline Exp. 469 356 446 575 498 508 332 
Dual. Inj. Exp. �̇�𝑚𝑅𝑅236𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 

± 0.15%   [kg/s] 

0.15 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.11 
Baseline Exp. 0.11 0.08 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.09 
Dual. Inj. Exp. ηind                                 

[%] 
50.9 50.4 49.2 48.2 47.3 49.2 52.1 

Baseline Exp. 44.0 46.7 45.0 47.0 47.6 50.7 50.9 
Dual. Inj. Exp. ηis                                 

[%] 
31.6 30.7 32.2 32.1 31.2 32.2 30.3 

Baseline Exp. 35.3 37.4 34.7 40.5 36.4 33.2 33.5 
 

 
Figure 6: Difference between upstream and downstream pressure Δp [bar] as a function of the working fluid mass 

flow rate [kg/s]. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper the results of an experimental and numerical characterization of a dual injection vane expander have 
been reported. An ORC Power unit, whose high thermal source is represented by the exhaust gases of an IVECO 
F1C ICE, was developed and fully instrumented. The performances of the supercharged expander have been 
compared with those of the OEM with the following results: 
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- The dual injection expander provides an average indicated power up to 50% higher than that produced 
by the baseline expander. On the other hand, the mechanical power (shaft power) increased only by 
30% (with respect to the OEM device) because of the increase of the power lost by friction due to the 
appearance of some mechanical damages of the machine; 

- The dual injection expander shows an average increase of mass flow rate of about 35-40% with respect 
to the OEM: this gives a greater flexibility in terms of thermal power recovered. 

 
It was demonstrated that the dual injection expander is a more permeable device than the OEM one for a fixed 
pressure difference between suction and exhaust section. Hence, for a fixed working fluid mass flow rate, the 
upstream pressure of the expander decreases, pushing the thermodynamic cycle to lower maximum pressures; for a 
fixed upstream pressure, a greater flow rate is achieved, thus improving the energy recovery.  
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due to friction (Table 2,4,5), seriously limiting the conversion into useful power (shaft power) which was expected 
and which was confirmed by the first tests done.  
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Figure 6: Difference between upstream and downstream pressure Δp [bar] as a function of the working fluid mass 
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4. Conclusions 

In this paper the results of an experimental and numerical characterization of a dual injection vane expander have 
been reported. An ORC Power unit, whose high thermal source is represented by the exhaust gases of an IVECO 
F1C ICE, was developed and fully instrumented. The performances of the supercharged expander have been 
compared with those of the OEM with the following results: 
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- The dual injection expander provides an average indicated power up to 50% higher than that produced 
by the baseline expander. On the other hand, the mechanical power (shaft power) increased only by 
30% (with respect to the OEM device) because of the increase of the power lost by friction due to the 
appearance of some mechanical damages of the machine; 

- The dual injection expander shows an average increase of mass flow rate of about 35-40% with respect 
to the OEM: this gives a greater flexibility in terms of thermal power recovered. 

 
It was demonstrated that the dual injection expander is a more permeable device than the OEM one for a fixed 
pressure difference between suction and exhaust section. Hence, for a fixed working fluid mass flow rate, the 
upstream pressure of the expander decreases, pushing the thermodynamic cycle to lower maximum pressures; for a 
fixed upstream pressure, a greater flow rate is achieved, thus improving the energy recovery.  
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